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Abstract. Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a rare and complex
autoimmune disease associated with poor vital and functional outcomes. The functional hindrance in patients derives
from various disease‑specific manifestations, including
Raynaud's phenomenon and digital ulcers (DUs). Bosentan is
an endothelin receptor antagonist capable of preventing the
appearance of new DUs in patients with scleroderma. The
present study aimed to evaluate the effects of Bosentan on
the severity of Raynaud's phenomenon, DU‑related symptoms
and functional impairment during the first year of treatment. A prospective study that included adult patients with
SSc admitted to the Rheumatology Department between
January 2016 and January 2017 that were candidates for
Bosentan therapy, was performed. All patients were asked to
evaluate the burden of symptoms secondary to Raynaud's and
DUs using a visual analogue scale (VAS), whereas functional
hindrance was assessed via Health Assessment Questionnaire
Disability Index (HAQ‑DI). The outcomes were assessed at
baseline and every 3 months during 1 year of therapy. Among
the 41 patients included initially, 2 participants discontinued
the treatment after 1 month due to adverse events (elevation
of liver enzymes). The study cohort exhibited a significant
improvement in HAQ‑DI, VAS‑R and VAS‑DU scores in
response to Bosentan therapy over the 1‑year follow‑up period.
Higher scores at baseline predicted a weaker treatment‑related
improvement, with the risk of a poor outcome being increased
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by 220% for VAS‑R, 116% for VAS‑DU, whereas no increase
was observed for HAQ‑DI. The post‑treatment improvement
in VAS‑DU levels was associated with a better outcome for
HAQ‑DI (R=0.44; P=0.005). This association was not identified for VAS‑R (R=0.24; P=0.137). Throughout the follow‑up
period, patients with dyspnea presented with significantly
higher HAQ‑DI scores compared with non‑dyspneic patients.
Bosentan therapy may indirectly influence functionality and
quality of life in patients with scleroderma by reducing the
burden of Raynaud's and DU‑related symptoms. Nonetheless,
patients with SSc with a decreased symptom burden at baseline exhibited improved outcomes.
Introduction
Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a rare autoimmune disease associated with a high risk of morbidity and mortality. The intricate
pathogenic mechanisms involved in SSc comprise a substantial immune disturbance, microvascular and neural changes,
together with an excessive deposition of collagen in the tissues
subsequently leading to organ fibrosis (1,2).
The burden of symptoms in scleroderma has been shown
to derive from various manifestations including skin involvement, cardiopulmonary and peripheral vascular changes,
renal, gastrointestinal, and musculoskeletal impairment (3,4).
Consequently, patients with SSc exhibit a considerably poorer
quality of life compared to individuals suffering from other
chronic skin conditions such as ichtyosis, atopic dermatitis,
non‑melanoma skin cancer, and vitiligo (5,6). Furthermore,
studies proved that considerable loss in work ability occurs
as early as 3 years from the onset of SSc (7). Interestingly,
the patient‑centered approach to the burden of symptoms often
provides different insights compared to the physicians' view on
the severity of the disease (8,9).
Vascular injury is virtually ubiquitous in scleroderma,
making the assessment of microvascular damage imperative
in these patients. Moreover, Raynaud's phenomenon marks
the onset of the disease in the majority of cases and
contributes to the appearance of functional hindrance and
a decreased quality of life (10). While the initial trigger of
vascular damage in SSc remains a matter of debate, recent
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evidence indicates that autoantibody profiles, abnormal
cytotoxic T cell activity and reperfusion injury all participate
in the development of SSc‑related vasculopathy (11‑13). It
has also been stated that oxidative stress may play a role
in the pathomechanisms of scleroderma, similar to other
pathologies (1,14,15).
Endothelin‑1 (ET‑1) is produced by a wide variety of cells
such as macrophages, fibroblasts, neutrophils, cardiac muscle
and vascular endothelial cells (16,17). Given its potent vasoconstrictor activity together with its pro‑inflammatory and
pro‑fibrotic effects, ET‑1 has been proven to play a central
role in the pathogenesis of SSc. Endothelial cells, fibroblasts, vascular smooth muscle cells and neutrophils express
endothelin‑specific receptors (ETα and β) (16). Furthermore,
ET‑1 acts as a mediator of the transforming growth factor‑β
(TGF‑β) signaling pathway, thus promoting the appearance
and development of fibrotic changes in SSc (18).
The impact of digital ulcers (DUs) on disability and
health‑related quality of life in SSc has long been demonstrated. Bosentan is an endothelin receptor antagonist capable
of preventing the onset of new DUs in scleroderma patients
with an added effect on fibro‑proliferative vascular remodeling and pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) (19‑21).
Recent research indicates that along with other therapies
targeting the same factor, bosentan treatment is accompanied
by an improvement in patients' quality of life and/or functional
capacity (22‑24).
Our primary aim was to establish whether or not scleroderma patients experience an improvement in functionality
during the first year of treatment with bosentan. Secondary
objectives involved the analysis of the burden of disease with
regard to Raynaud's phenomenon and DUs, as well as the
identification of factors that could influence patient‑perceived
outcomes in our study group.
Materials and methods
We conducted a prospective observational study in which we
included adult individuals with SSc that underwent Bosentan
therapy between January 2016 and January 2017. The inclusion criteria were the following: confirmed SSc diagnosis
(2013 European League Against Rheumatism criteria),
elligible and willing to begin Bosentan therapy, informed
consent given by subjects in written form before the initiation
of study screening, age over 18 years, and Body Mass Index
(BMI) between 18.5 and 30 kg/m 2. The exclusion criteria
were: age <18 years, patients' refusal to participate, overlap
syndromes (25), scleroderma sine scleroderma (26), current
treatment with Cyclosporine A (27), Cyclophosphamide (28),
phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitors (29,30) or prostacyclin
analogs (31,32), and severe or uncontrolled cardiac, liver or
renal involvement (33).
The onset of the disease was defined as the initial appearance of Raynaud's phenomenon. Patients were stratified with
respect to disease phenotype as diffuse cutaneous SSc (dcSSc)
or limited cutaneous SSc (lcSSc) in accordance with the
LeRoy classification.
We determined capillaroscopic patterns utilizing a
FedMed Digitale 100N digital microscope at a magnification
rate of 200X.

The study participants were asked to evaluate the burden
of Raynaud's symptoms as well as DUs with the help of a
visual analogue scale (VAS) which ranged from 0 millimeters
(best/no symptoms) to 100 mm (worst/most intense symptoms). We assessed disease‑related functional impairment
using the Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index
(HAQ‑DI). The patient‑perceived burden of symptoms and the
HAQ‑DI were documented at baseline, at 3, 6, 9 months, and
at 12 months post‑treatment with bosentan.
The statistical analysis of the data was performed using
Microsoft Office Excel and IBM SPSS Statistics v20 for
Windows. We applied the student t‑test to compare the characteristics of different subgroups of patients and the paired
t‑test to determine the differences between evaluations (34).
We used odds ratio (OR) to assess the impact of clinical
characteristics on functional impairment and patient‑reported
outcomes in our study group. In the contingency tables, we
applied the chi 2 test and Fisher's exact test (where chi 2 did
not demonstrate statistical consistency). In order to highlight
the relationships between different variables, we used either
Pearson's or Spearman's correlation coefficients depending on
the distribution of variables. The statistical significance was a
priori set at <0.05.
The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee
on Research of the Clinical Rehabilitation Hospital (Iasi,
Romania).
Results
Of the 41 patients recruited, 28 were classified as dcSSc
(68.3%) and 13 as lcSSc (31.7%). The time from diagnosis
to study enrollment ranged between 6 months and 33 years.
Although none of the patients were smokers, the majority of
participants (23, 56.1%) reported having dyspnea and regarded
it as a major burden on their general health. Dyspnea was not
significantly more frequent in elderly patients compared to the
rest of the group (Fisher's exact test, P=0.447).
The patients were treated with 62.5 mg twice daily for
4 weeks, then 125 mg twice daily with frequent monitoring
of liver function (prior to inclusion, after the first 4 weeks, at
6 weeks, and then monthly until the end of the study), complete
blood work (monthly). All subjects were started on a personalized rehabilitation program prior to the study and continued it
over the entire follow‑up period.
The patient‑reported severity of Raynaud's symptoms
(VAS‑R) and DU‑related discomfort (VAS‑DU) received
between 50 and 100 points on the VAS at the beginning of the
study. Score values did not differ across the dcSSc and lcSSc
groups, with only a trend towards significance for HAQ‑DI
(P=0.051). The baseline characteristics of the study population
are summarized in Table I.
Most of the patients (95.12%) exhibited capillaroscopic
changes suggestive of either the active (n=20, 48.8%) or the
late (n=19, 46.3%) SSc patterns. The severity of microvascular changes was positively correlated with the duration of
symptoms (R=0.39, P=0.014), and the burden of the disease
as reflected by Raynaud's syndrome (R= 0.46, P= 0.003), DUs
(R=0.038, P=0.017), HAQ‑DI (R=0.55, P<0.001).
Increased disability index values were accompanied by
higher VAS levels for Raynaud's (R=0.55, P<0.001), and DUs
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Table I. Baseline characteristics of the study population.
Characteristics
Age, years
30‑39
40‑49
50‑59
60‑69
70‑79
80
Disease duration, years
Sex
Female
Male
Female:Male ratio
Disease phenotype
dcSSc
lcSSc

Capillaroscopic pattern
Early
Active
Late
Dyspnea
Present
Absent
Treatment
Low‑dose oral steroids
Calcium channel blockers
Synthetic DMARDs
Methotrexate
Azathioprine
Hydroxychloroquine
Mycophenolate mofetil
VAS‑R
VAS‑DU
HAQ‑DI

Mean (± SD)/nο (%)
58.17 (±12.1)
3 (7.3)
9 (22)
7 (17.1)
15 (36.6)
6 (14.6)
1 (2.4)
9.66 (±6.8)
31 (75.6)
10 (24.4)
3:1
28 (68.3)
13 (31.7)
2 (4.9)
20 (48.8)
19 (46.3)
23 (56.1)
18 (43.9)
6 (14.6)
27 (65.9)
14 (34.1)
2 (4.9)
8 (19.5)
1 (2.4)
79.15 (±16.2)
76.83 (±16.04)
1.65 (±0.68)

HAQ‑DI, Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability; dcSSc,
diffuse cutaneous systemic sclerosis; lcSSc, limited cutaneous systemic sclerosis; VAS‑R, visual analogue scale‑Raynaud's; VAS‑DU,
visual analogue scale‑digital ulcers; DMARD, disease modifying
anti‑rheumatic drug.

(R=0.49, P=0.002). Patients' age was also correlated with
HAQ‑DI (R=0.78, P<0.001).
At baseline, the student t‑test demonstrated statistically
significant differences between the early/active and the late
capillaroscopic patterns regarding VAS‑R (P<0.001), VAS‑DU
(P=0.005), and HAQ‑DI (P=0.001).
The dcSSc group displayed elevated odds ratio for dyspnea
(OR=7.13, 95% CI: 3.51‑33.43), more severe microvascular
changes (OR=8.4, 95% CI: 2.54‑46.18) and an above‑mean
burden of Raynaud's symptoms (OR=3.4, 95% CI: 1.81‑14.24).
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Patients over 60 years of age presented with higher odds of
displaying elevated VAS‑DU scores at baseline compared to
the group mean (OR=2.06, 95% CI: 1.57‑7.47). Female patients
were more likely to report greater HAQ‑DI (OR=2.85, 95% CI:
1.65‑12.05).
Due to adverse effects manifested through an important
increase in liver enzymes, two participants (both female,
65 and 68 years old without underlying liver disease) were
unable to continue Bosentan therapy and dropped out from
the study after one month. The two excluded patients demonstrated a rapid normalization of liver function tests after the
discontinuation of Bosentan.
The remaining 39 patients were able to continue the treatment until the end of the study and exhibited a significant
improvement in HAQ‑DI, VAS‑R, and VAS‑DU scores over
the one‑year follow‑up period (P<0.001 for all parameters)
(Table II).
The disability index scores did not differ substantially
with regard to disease phenotype over the 12 months of treatment (HAQ‑DI at 3 months: P=0,428; HAQ‑DI at 6 months:
P=0.142; HAQ‑DI at 9 months: P=0.503; HAQ at 12 months:
P=0.152). However, when analyzed separately, both dcSSc and
lcSSc patients exhibited significant improvements in all the
scores tested (P<0.001). The mean HAQ‑DI levels with respect
to disease phenotype are shown in Fig. 1.
The post‑treatment amelioration of VAS‑R, VAS‑DU and
HAQ‑DI was not found to be significantly different across
the capillaroscopic pattern subgroups at 12 months (P>0.05;
Fig. 2).
The values of VAS‑DU, VAS‑R, and HAQ‑DI as well as
response rates were similar in female and male participants.
The post‑treatment improvement in VAS‑DU levels was associated with better outcomes in HAQ‑DI (R=0.44, P=0.005).
This relationship was not proven for VAS‑R (R=0.24,
P=0.137).
Throughout the follow‑up period, patients with dyspnea
presented with significantly higher HAQ‑DI levels (Fig. 3)
(P<0.001 at baseline, at 3 months, and 12 months; P=0.004 at
6 months, and P=0.015 at 9 months, respectively).
Moreover, dyspneic participants were prone to experiencing
inferior results with respect to HAQ‑DI amelioration (P=0.005)
(Fig. 4). The risk of exhibiting a below‑mean improvement was
increased by 41% in these patients.
Higher scores at baseline (above the mean value for the
entire group) predicted weaker results after one year of treatment, the risk being increased by 220% for VAS‑R, 116% for
VAS‑DU, but not HAQ‑DI. Patients with elevated disability
index score values at baseline experienced more dramatic
improvements post‑treatment (R=0.48, P=0.002).
The late capillaroscopic pattern was associated with a
weaker amelioration of the scores tested, with a 109% risk
elevation for VAS‑DU, 43% for VAS‑R, and 24% for HAQ‑DI.
Patients with a disease duration of over 5 years displayed an
increased risk for poor outcome by 104% for VAS‑R and 64%
for HAQ‑DI.
The risk of experiencing a below‑mean improvement in
functionality index scores was increased by 64% in patients
over 60 years of age. However, this category was more likely to
exhibit better outcomes by 30% in terms of Raynaud's symptoms and by 18% in VAS‑DU scores.
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Table II. Analysis of the scores during the 12‑month follow‑up period.
Score
VAS‑R
VAS‑DU
HAQ‑DI

First visit
(3 months)

Second visit
(6 months)

Third visit
(9 months)

Fourth visit
(12 months)

P‑value
(paired t‑test)

14.27 (9.38‑19.15)
21.34 (14.44‑28.24)
0.47 (0.36‑0.58)

24.61 (20.39‑28.84)
31.92 (26.69‑37.15)
0.48 (0.32‑0.64)

31.03 (25.67‑36.38)
41.28 (34.23‑48.33)
0.71 (0.54‑0.88)

38.71 (33.26‑44.17)
51.41 (44.45‑58.37)
0.72 (0.57‑0.87)

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Mean differences were compared with baseline levels (95% CI shown in parentheses). P‑values shown were calculated for baseline
vs. 12 months. HAQ‑DI, Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability; VAS‑R, visual analogue scale‑Raynaud's; VAS‑DU, visual analogue
scale‑digital ulcers.

Figure 1. HAQ‑DI scores during the follow‑up period with respect to disease
phenotype. HAQ‑DI, Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index;
dcSSc, diffuse cutaneous systemic sclerosis; lcSSc, limited cutaneous systemic sclerosis.

Figure 3. HAQ‑DI values throughout the follow‑up period in patients with
and without dyspnea. HAQ‑DI, Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability
Index.

Figure 2. Score improvement (% of baseline value) after 12 months of
treatment according to capillaroscopic pattern subgroups. HAQ‑DI, Health
Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index; VAS‑R, visual analogue
scale‑Raynaud's; VAS‑DU, visual analogue scale‑digital ulcers.

Figure 4. Mean HAQ‑DI improvement at 12 months vs. baseline values
(%) in patients with and without dyspnea. HAQ‑DI, Health Assessment
Questionnaire Disability Index.

At 12 months, 26 patients were under treatment with
calcium channel blockers (66.7%). Nevertheless, concomi-

tant treatment with calcium channel blockers did not result
in a significantly greater amelioration of VAS‑R (P= 0.971),
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Figure 5. Score improvement (% of baseline value) at 12 months in patients
with or without concomitant treatment with calcium channel blockers.
HAQ‑DI, Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index; VAS‑R, visual
analogue scale‑Raynaud's; VAS‑DU, visual analogue scale‑digital ulcers.

VAS‑DU (P=0.479) or HAQ‑DI (P=0.960) compared to the
rest of the group (Fig. 5).
The use of synthetic DMARDs did not exhibit a notable
influence on functional outcomes, VAS‑R or VAS‑DU at
12 months of Bosentan therapy (P=0.148, P=0.128, P=0.691).
Moreover, we found no association between concomitant treatment with low‑dose glucocorticoids and the amelioration of
VAS‑R, VAS‑DU or HAQ‑DI scores in our study population
(P=0.384, P=0.816, P=0.508).
Discussion
SSc is a chronic disease accompanied by an elevated risk of
disability and a high mortality rate despite currently available treatment (35,36). It has been shown that multiple factors
contribute to the potentially severe disease‑related manifestations and the hindrance of patients' functional capacity (37,38).
Together with an extended fibrosis of the skin, joint contractures, sarcopenia, gastrointestinal and cardiopulmonary
involvement, the presence of Raynaud's phenomenon and
DUs have an important impact on daily life activities and
work‑related endeavors (8,38).
Ischemic DUs are a common and serious health issue in
scleroderma, often leading to considerable hand disability
and pain in these patients (35,39), which is especially
relevant since chronic pain constitutes a leading cause
of life quality decrease frequently requiring therapeutic
management (40‑42). In our study population, the burden
of Raynaud's phenomenon and DU‑related symptoms as
assessed by patients (subjective) were correlated with the
capillaroscopic anomalies at baseline (objective). The
severity of microvascular findings also influenced the
patient‑perceived outcome in terms of DU‑related discomfort post‑treatment. These results support the association
between objectively measured severity of microvascular
damage and the patients' view on the burden of symptoms.
Admitting that physicians habitually place their focus on
the objective assessment of disease‑related impairment,
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findings are frequently disparate from the patients' perspective (39,43,44).
Our research concentrated mainly on patient‑reported
outcomes during the first year of endothelin‑1 receptor antagonist therapy. The majority of patients who required treatment
with bosentan for active DUs presented with the diffuse
phenotype. The latter were more likely to have dyspnea, greater
HAQ‑DI scores at baseline (P=0.051) and more severe capillaroscopic changes. Recent studies have reported more severe
organ manifestations, higher mortality rates in patients with
dcSSc compared to lcSSc (45,46). However, the post‑treatment
disability index scores were not substantially different with
respect to disease phenotype in our cohort.
The patient‑centered approach to disability in scleroderma leads to the conclusion that SSc‑related dyspnea often
constitutes one of the main factors involved in the decrement
of life quality as well as disability (47‑49). According to
recent data from the DeSScipher project within the EUSTAR
(European Scleroderma Trials and Research) group, dyspnea
and the presence of DUs emerge as major determinants of
functional impairment in SSc patients (8). Other studies
have reported similar findings regarding the importance of
dyspnea in SSc‑related quality of life (50,51). Our results
highlight the role of dyspnea in the persistent functional
hindrance amongst the study group, dyspneic patients
presenting with significantly higher HAQ‑DI scores at every
visit despite all subjects following a personalized rehabilitation program (52,53). Furthermore, dyspneic patients in our
cohort were more likely to report poorer improvement in
HAQ‑DI after one year of bosentan therapy compared to the
non‑dyspneic subgroup.
Current therapeutic options for SSc are limited and thought
of as insufficient (54,55), patients often using over‑the‑counter
drugs for symptom management (56). It has been demonstrated that calcium channel blockers exert a positive effect on
vascular changes in scleroderma (57,58). However, the association of Bosentan with calcium channel blockers did not result
in better outcomes in our study population.
Although research shows that immunosuppressive agents
have beneficial effects on SSc patients' outcomes (59‑63),
concomitant treatment with synthetic DMARDs did not
influence the results after one year of Bosentan treatment.
The same was true for low‑dose oral glucocorticoids in our
cohort (64,65).
Bosentan has been proven to diminish the appearance of
new DUs in SSc patients (66). For the entire study cohort,
HAQ‑DI scores were significantly improved after one year
of treatment with Bosentan. Hereof, our results were similar
to those obtained by Mouthon et al (22) which indicated
a lower level of disability and improved hand function at
12 months.
During the follow‑up period, Bosentan therapy was
proven beneficial in our study population irrespective of
disease phenotype, HAQ‑DI improvement correlating
with that of VAS‑DU but not VAS‑R, thus suggesting the
important role of DU‑related symptoms in scleroderma
patients' functional impairment (22). However, the currently
available literature reports discrepant results in this respect.
Matucci‑Cerinic et al (66) did not obtain functional improvement in patients treated with Bosentan versus placebo at 24
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weeks. In contrast to these results, Nguyen et al (67) reported a
significant amelioration of functional scores but not Raynaud's
phenomenon in their study cohort. Nevertheless, more research
is needed in order to analyze long‑term effects.
SSc is associated with a considerable decrease in functionality and quality of life. Nonetheless, the patient‑perceived
burden of the disease is seldom superposed to physicians'
view on the severity of organ impairment. Along with the
limited therapeutic options, the potentially severe multisystem involvement that accompanies this diagnosis leads
to a negative prognosis for SSc patients, especially if they
exhibit a pronounced burden of symptoms at the moment
of diagnosis. The present observational study faces certain
limitations such as the absence of a control group, the
small number of patients included and the short follow‑up
period. However, Bosentan treatment led to a significant
decrease in VAS‑R, VAS‑DU as well as HAQ‑DI scores
irrespective of disease phenotype suggesting a positive
effect on the patient‑perceived severity of vascular involvement and functional hindrance. Future research addressing
patient‑reported outcomes may provide further insight on the
effect of long‑term endothelin‑1 receptor antagonist therapy
in scleroderma.
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